
Chinese Basketball Team: An American Coach
And Two Cultures Clashing

Over the years, sports have served as a melting pot of cultures and an avenue for
people from diverse backgrounds to come together. One fascinating example is
the story of the Chinese basketball team, where an American coach experiences
firsthand the clash of two cultures on and off the court.

The American Coach's Arrival

It all began when the Chinese Basketball Association (CBA) decided to bring in
an American coach to enhance the team's performance and competitiveness in
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international tournaments. The decision raised several eyebrows as the clash of
cultures became inevitable.
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Understanding Cultural Differences

The American coach quickly discovered that coaching in China required a deep
understanding of the local culture. From different training methods to diverse
communication styles, it was evident that adaptation was necessary to bridge the
cultural gap.

The Clash on the Court

The first challenge the American coach faced was implementing his coaching
philosophy while respecting the players' existing techniques and tactics. The
clash between traditional Chinese basketball strategies and modern American
approaches led to conflicts during training sessions.

Embracing Chinese Traditions
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Realizing that true success can only be achieved through mutual respect and
understanding, the coach began immersing himself in Chinese traditions and
basketball culture. He watched local games, learned about the history of Chinese
basketball, and even took time to understand the roots of traditional Chinese
training methods.

Building Trust and Communication

Language barrier posed another significant hurdle, making effective
communication a struggle for both the coach and the players. To overcome this,
the coach enlisted the help of interpreters and also made an effort to learn basic
Mandarin. Slowly but steadily, trust began to develop as communication
improved.

Success on the Horizon

As the coach continued to adapt and embrace the Chinese culture, the team's
chemistry started to improve. Players began to appreciate the coach's expertise
and integrated the modern techniques with their indigenous playing style. This
fusion of cultures enhanced their performance and led to success in international
competitions.

The Legacy

The story of the American coach and the Chinese basketball team serves as a
testament to the power of cultural integration and the importance of mutual
respect. It has paved the way for more foreign coaches to venture into new
territories and explore the possibilities of cross-cultural collaboration.

The clash of two cultures within the Chinese basketball team, where an American
coach had to adapt his techniques to suit the Chinese playing style, showcases
the beauty of diversity in sports. It exemplifies how cultural understanding and



open-mindedness can lead to incredible achievements, not just in basketball but
in any field where different cultures converge.
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The wonderfully original story of a struggling Chinese basketball team and its
quixotic, often comical attempt to right its fortunes by copying the American stars
of the NBA—a season of cultural misunderstanding that transcends sports and
reveals China’s ambivalent relationship with the West.
 
When the Shanxi Brave Dragons, one of China’s worst professional basketball
teams, hired former NBA coach Bob Weiss, the team’s owner, Boss Wang,
promised that Weiss would be allowed to Americanize his players by teaching
them “advanced basketball culture.” That promise would be broken from the
moment Weiss landed in China. Desperate for his team to play like Americans,
Wang—a peasant turned steel tycoon—nevertheless refused to allow his players
the freedom and individual expression necessary to truly change their games.
 
Former New York Times Beijing bureau chief Jim Yardley tells the story of the
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resulting culture clash with sensitivity and a keen comic sensibility. Readers meet
the Brave Dragons, a cast of colorful, sometimes heartbreaking oddballs from
around the world: the ambitious Chinese assistant coach, Liu Tie, who believes
that Chinese players are genetically inferior and can improve only through the
repetitious drilling once advocated by ancient kung fu masters; the moody and
selfish American import, Bonzi Wells, a former NBA star so unnerved by China
that initially he locks himself in his apartment; the Taiwanese point guard, Little
Sun, who is demonized by his mainland Chinese coaches; and the other Chinese
players, whose lives sometimes seem little different from those of factory
workers.
 
As readers follow the team on a fascinating road trip through modern China—
from glamorous Shanghai and bureaucratic Beijing to the booming port city
Tianjin and the polluted coal capital of Taiyuan—we see Weiss learn firsthand
what so many other foreigners in China have discovered: China changes only
when and how it wants to change.
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